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Authenticated Communication With Artificial 
Noise And Channel Coding using Quantization
Blessy Jenila.R* and Velmurugan.S*

Abstract :  Authenticated communication refers to the communication among the valid end users.This can 
be done using Message Authentication code(MAC).Message authentication codes helps in the verifi cation 
of message transmission among the authenticated users which leads to the strong privacy measurements.
Message authentication codes  is generated when the transmitter sends an message.MAC is the combination 
of  message and the shared key which is known only to the transmitter and the receiver.At the receiver end 
the MAC is computed and compared with the relevant transmitted MAC.If the MAC at the transmitted and 
received end are same then it is said to be identical and the received message is equal to the message which is 
transmitted by the legal user.For the purpose of authentication two independent  methods are proposed such 
as Information-theoretic  authentication codes and Complexity-theoretic authentication codes.In this paper a 
new approach called Artifi cial-noise-Aided MACs(ANA-MACs) is proposed for ensuring both computational 
and theoretic securities.The use of Artifi cial noise in ANA-MACs makes it tough for the opponent to derive 
the key.Channel coding approach  is enabled for the ease of key recovery problem.The quantization method 
helps to transmit the messages in packets above the physical layer.
Keywords : Physical layer, Artifi cial noise, Message Authentication codes, channel coding, Quantization.

1. INTRODUCTION

Information security is the most sensitive issue in message transmission .It is necessary  to confi rm that 
the received message truly comes from the desired transmitter .This  leads to the high privacy concern 
and also saves the integrity of the transmitted message .Message authentication codes are used to confi rm 
that the message comes from the legal user and ensures the integrity of the message.During message 
transmission the Message authentication code is generated and is known only to both the transmitter and 
the receiver.Authenticity can be achived using this shared key among the transmitter and the receiver.The 
artifi cial-noise-aided method proposed in the system enables to induce the artifi cial noise into the message 
which makes the opponent to derive the shared key.The message along with the noise and shared key 
can be transferred packets above the physical layer using quantization methodology. The key recovery 
problem in spoofi ng attacks of message authentication codes are more familiar in message transmission 
above physical layer.This problem can be eradicated using channel coding approach.

2. SYSTEM  ANALYSIS

In the current situation ,authentication of transmitter and the receiver at the physical layer can be done 
using prior coordination or secret sharing.This kind of authentication authenticates the sender if the 
receiver can successfully decode the transmission.In physical layer authentication the messages along 
with MAC are transmitted over the physical layer.In the transmission of messages above the physical layer 
,the possibility of theoretic security is very low due to the presence of channel noise and the security is 
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based on the physical layer.The Artifi cial noise  aided message authentication codes are encapsulated with 
messages  and transmitted  in packets above the physical layer using quantization.The linearity of codes 
helps in the reduction of complexity in message transmission.The hash functions are practically avoided 
due to their non linearity for the construction of message authentication codes. 

3. PROPOSED SCHEME
The Confi dentiality and Integrity of the message transmitted among the authenticated users are ensured 
using the message authentication codes.This paper proposes a new message authentication codes known 
Artifi cially noise aided message authentication codes(ANA-MACs).This proposed ANA-MACs are both 
computationally and theoretically secure.In ANA-MACs the artifi cial noise are interfered with the message 
authentication codes  and transmitted.The transmission is done using quantization technique where the 
MAC along with noise are transmitted as packets above the physical layer.The proposed scheme is similar 
to the physical layer authentication scheme where the noise are added by the channel and hence cannot be 
controlled.The ANA-MACs overcomes this issue by introducing predefi ned amount of noise to the system 
and thus enhances the safe transmission of messages among authenticated users.

A. Artifi cial-Noise-Aided Mac
The Artifi cial noise aided message authentication codes are the proposed technique in which the noise are 
added artifi cially to the messages along with the shared key.Thus the message to be transmitted includes 
the valid message,shared key and the artifi cially induced noise.The normal encryption method enables the 
ease of key recovery if the opponent has the unlimited power of computation .This method will lead to the 
diffi culty in key recovery attack .If suppose any opponent tries to recover the key by high computational 
power it leads to failure due to added artifi cial noise.Only the noise could be recovered and not the actal 
message.The main advantage of this method is the noise added could be controlled  according to the 
message to be transmitted.

B. Channel Coding
The channel coding is the technique used to confi rm the accuracy of the message transmitted. The integrity 
of message is ensured if and only if the transmitted message is of minimal or no errors.The standard 
authentication tags can be generated using channel coding and can be used for the ensembles of codes 
during message transmission.In channel coding technique the shared key is considered as an input and the 
message is used to specify a code from the entire collection of codes.

C. Quantization
The transmission of messages above the physical in the form of packets are more effective and can be 
done using quantization.Quantization is the process which maps the large set of input values to a smaller 
set and thus facilitates the packet transmission.The proposed system is similar to the traditional system 
where the message authentication codes are encapsulated in packets and transmitted above the physical 
layer.However the physical layer authentication schemes makes the prposed system to differ from the 
traditional message authentication codes.Quantzation has been very effective in the three performance 
metrics such as completeness error,false acceptance probability and the conditional equivocation about 
the key.

4. MODEL EVALUATION

The message along with the shared key is aided with artifi cial  noise and are transmitted among the 
authenticated  users. 

The authenticated receiver  could receive the message.If the intruder tries to access the message only 
the noise could be accessed and not the actual message. This in turn leads to the access of fake messages 
by the unauthorized users.Quantization helps in the transmission of messages in packets.The channel 
coding technology enables the key recovery in case of any fault in message transmissions.
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Figure 1: System Architecture

5. CONCLUSION

The authenticated message transmission with artifi cial noise enables the confi dentiality and integrity of 
the transmitted message.It overcomes the traditional method with channel coding technique above the 
physical layer.Even if the intruder has unlimited power of computation ,the opponent could not recover 
the messages which increases the secured message transmission.
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